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cutler, donald l. and johnson, janiece l. "hang them all": george wright and the plateau indian war. university of oklahoma press, $29.95 isbn 9780806153377

reardon, carol and vossler, tom. a field guide to antietam: experiencing the battlefield through its history, places, and people. university of north carolina press, $23.00 isbn 9781469630205

johnson, david alan

johnson, david alan battle of wills: ulysses s. grant, robert e. lee, and the last year of the civil war. prometheus books, $28.00 isbn 1633882454

wylie, paul

wylie, paul blood on the marias: the baker massacre. university of oklahoma press, $29.95 isbn 9780806151571

mackowski, chris

fall 2016

Rasbach, Dennis A.
Fall 2016

**Rasbach, Dennis A.** *Joshua Lawrence Chamberlain and the Petersburg Campaign: His Supposed Charge from Fort Hell, his Near-Mortal Wounding, and a Civil War Myth Reconsidered*. Savas Beatie, $29.95 ISBN 9781611213065

Penn, William A.
Fall 2016

**Penn, William A.** *Kentucky Rebel Town: The Civil War Battles of Cynthiana and Harrison County*. University Press of Kentucky, $45.00 ISBN 9780813167718

Lennard, Ray
Fall 2016

**Lennard, Ray** *Lenawee County and the Civil War*. Arcadia, $21.99 ISBN 9781467135528

Trudeau, Noah Andre
Fall 2016

**Trudeau, Noah Andre** *Lincoln's Greatest Journey: Sixteen Days that Changed a Presidency, March 24 - April 8, 1865*. Savas Beatie, $32.95 ISBN 9781611213263

Kearney, James C.; Stein, Bill
Smallwood, James  
Fall 2016


Cashon, John Philip  
Fall 2016


White, Shane  
Fall 2016


Ecelbarger, Garry  
Fall 2016


Brinsfield, John W. Jr.  
Fall 2016

Brinsfield, John W. Jr. Summon Only the Brave!: Commanders, Soldiers, and Chaplains at Gettysburg. Mercer University Press, $35.00 ISBN 9780881465709

Conklin, Ryan A.
Fall 2016


**Powell, David A**

Fall 2016

**Powell, David A** *The Chickamauga Campaign - Barren Victory: The Retreat into Chattanooga, the Confederate Pursuit, and the Aftermath of the Battle, September 21 to October 20, 1863*. Savas Beatie, $34.95 ISBN 9781611213287

**Wyckoff, Mac**

**Starling, Cora Lee Godsey**

Fall 2016


**Driver, Robert Jr.**

Fall 2016

**Driver, Robert Jr.** *The Confederate Soldiers of Rockbridge County, Virginia: A Roster*. McFarland, $49.95 ISBN 9781476664118

**Gromley, Ken**

Fall 2016

**Gromley, Ken** *The Presidents and the Constitution: A Living History*. New York University Press, $45.00 ISBN 9781479839902
McGinty, Brian
Fall 2016


Ullrich, Berry C.
Ullrich, Dieter C.
Fall 2016